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the sigu of identity, =. The sigyn + is used to express the mental
operation by which parts (of extensive quantity) are collected into a
whole. For instance, if x' represent animais, and y veetiea+y
witl represent the class made up of animais and ve yetables, t y.

On the other hand, the sign - is used to express the mental operatio-
of separating a whole (of extensive quantity) into its parts. Thiw-

'represeating humnai beinqs, and y representing nere, '-yil

represent ail kuman beinqs except negroes. NVith regard to the sign
x, x' x y or x' y (as it may be written) je used to denote those ob-

jecte which belong at once to the class x' and to the class y; just as,
in common languftge, the expression dark waters denotes those objecte
which are at once darlc and waters. Ilence we obtain a method of
representing a concept taken particularly. For, if x' denote mzen,
then, since somze men may ho viewed as those who besides belonging
to the class x' belong also to some other class v, some mnen will be,
denoted by v x. In general,

V = ........... . ................. .. (1).

ItG can easily be shown, that, as in Aigebra, so in the logical sys-
tem which we are describing, the literai symbole, x, y, &c., are com-
mutative; that is,

Sy = yX; ................ .... (2).
and that they are also distributive; that is,

Z (X+ Y) = ZX+ Zy..............(3

Another relation between Algebra and the Logical System under
consideration ie, that, ini the latter as well as in the former> a literai
8ymbol may be traneposed from one side of an equation to the other
by cbanging the sign of operation, + or -. But there je au im-
portant relation which subsiste in the science of Thought, and not
generally in Algebra, namely,

X
2 =a'....................... ......... (4>

That thie is true in the Logical syetem, je plain; for xs, which je
another forin of x~ x, denotes (by definition) those things which belong
at once to the class x' and to the clase a'; that ie, it denotes simply
those things 'which belong to the class x'; and it je therefore identi-
cal with a'. But though the equation (4) doos not generally subsiet
in .Algebra, it subsise when x is unity or zero. If, therefore, we
take the science of Algebra with the limitation that ite unknown


